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Abstract: In this paper compression scheme is used to sharpen and smoothen of image by using various image processing algorithm. FIC (Fractal Image Processing) is actually a JPG image which needs to be perform large scale encoding to improve and increase the compression ratio. In this paper we are going to analyze different constraints and algorithms of image processing in MATLAB so that there will be very low loss in image quality. It has been seen that whenever we contain any HD picture that to in medical application we need to sharpen the image that is we need to perform image encryption, image de-noising and there should be no loss in image quality. We actualized both consecutive and parallel adaptation of fractal picture pressure calculations utilizing programming show for parallelizing the program in Graphics Processing Unit for medicinal pictures, as they are very comparable inside the picture itself. There are a few enhancement in the usage of the calculation too. Fractal picture pressure is based on the self-closeness of a picture, which means a picture having closeness in dominant part of the locales. Fractal pressure has the property of high pressure rate and the dimensionless plan. Pressure plot for fractal picture is of two kind, one is encoding and another is deciphering. Encoding is especially computational costly. Then again interpreting is less computational. The use of fractal pressure to restorative pictures would permit acquiring a lot higher pressure proportions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fractal Image Compression (FIC) is actually an idea in which the image is divided into sub-blocks, to do fractal compression. A resolution independent of any image of size 128×128 has to be analyze. The coding, storage and reconstruction of images remains an important factor in the application of computer technique to technical and scientific problem. Our research has focus mainly on the development of fractal method for compressing image data. This method is loss free and hence high compression ratio. Our method are computationally intensive but are feasible for non-real time application on computers. The image compression technique which we are going to use in this paper has purpose of increasing compression rate and computational time. Research on image processing present number of challenging field. One amongst them is image compression. A common characteristic of most images is that they are prone to computer redundancy. A number of diverse compression technique from lossy compression to lossless compression is encountered.

Fractal Image Compression (FIC) is relatively recent image compression method which are used for different part of image. The FIC algorithm initially begins with the complete image and partition the image into number of smaller blocks. Fractal compression uses encoding and decoding technique also. As we know enormous amount of therapeutic pictures are created regular and those are to be put away in some spot for future reference and utilization. It requires a great deal stockpiling and investment to store them. In this manner we demonstrate that on the off chance that we use GPUs to process the picture what's more, diminish the size for putting away, it bodes well. There may a few inquiries emerge that for what reason to consider restorative pictures as it were. The fundamental explanation for this is medicinal pictures are self-comparative furthermore, can be compacted effectively with better size decrease [18]. It is portrayed in more detail in the later segments. Then again, pictures with the exception of therapeutic zones, the greater part of them are not highly contrasting. They are mind boggling in nature which means the picture contain more data contrasted with highly contrasting. Along these lines it isn’t useful to pack this kind of pictures. We won’t get much decrease of the size after pressure as we have to put a large portion of the data flawless to get back the first picture [19]. Fractal picture pressure [2] technique will encode a picture as a lot of changes that are extremely comparable to the duplicate machine plot. For instance, the branch has detail at each level, the figure remade from the changes as well. The picture can be decoded at any size since it has no typical scale. The extra component required for unraveling at bigger scale is generated involuntarily by the encoding transforms. We could decode an image of an individual escalating the size with each iteration, and ultimately can observe skin cells or perhaps atoms; it may be surprising if this detail is real. The response is in fact no. At what time the image was digitized, the detail is not at all associated to the actual detail present; it is just the artifact of the encoding transforms which initially only encoded the large-scale features. Nonetheless, in some occasion the detail is pragmatic at low magnifications, and this can be handy in Security and Medical imaging applications. As we know that the compression is based on finding the similar fragment and encoding them accordingly, thus there is redundant.
processing involved. So, the processing time becomes less if these redundant processing can be deployed to number of processors. Hence, CUDA comes in the way to perform parallel processing. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we mentioned a concise overview of the related work done in this area. We explained fractal image compression briefly in section III. In section IV, mentioning how we prepared our images, CPU and GPU configuration. In section V, we demonstrate.

2. FRAC TAL IMAGE COMPRESSION (FIC)

A new compression technique recently developed to compress the image is Fractal Image Compression (FIC). In the recent years FIC in many applications is utilize not only in medical but also in remote sensing geographic scheme. Different algorithms has been proposed to implement Fractal Image Compression based on partitional function. In other words we can say that we have to calculate the matrix of any image in the metrics form and then we have to apply image processing algorithms in wavelet transform in image processing. Each algorithm follows the same step. The classification of the system is carried out with the help of wavelet 3D transform in image processing using MATLAB.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we will aquise that things in which image compression technique is well suited within compression time and hence high performance in reduction of computational time. The FIC uses a gray level scale image of Lena of size 128×128 has been considered for training the network using back propagation algorithm. A domain pool is created of size 4×4 for the Lena image and the standard deviation with histogram for Lena image has been carried out with special collaboration classes. The computer simulation has been carried out on MATLAB environment on Intel® Core™ i5-2430M CPU @ 2.40 GHz processor of 4.00GB installed memory(RAM).

The image compression technique used in this project is found to have low Signal to Noise (SNR) with high encoding time and low decoding time. This algorithm is well suited for any color image also of size 256×256.

4. METHODOLOGY

Two classes of digital images can be distinguished – analog and digital images. Both types fall into non-temporal multimedia type. Analog images are painted or created through photographic process. During this process, the image is captured by a camera on a film that becomes a negative. We have a positive when the film is developed – no processing is possible from this moment. When the photography is made on a transparent medium then we are dealing with a diapositive (slide). Analog images are characterized by continuous, smooth transition of tones. This means that between each two different points at the picture there is an infinite number of tonal values. It is possible to transform an analog image into digital. The digitization process is usually caused by a need of digital processing. The output of digitalization is a digital approximation of the input analog image – the analog image is replaced by a set of pixels (points organized in rows and columns) and every pixel has a fixed, discrete tone value. Therefore, the image is not a continuous tone of colors. The precision and accuracy of this transformation depends on the size of a pixel – the larger area of an analog image transformed into one pixel the less precise approximation.

A. The key issues in FIC are proper selection of partitioning schemes to partition the image into domain and range blocks, transformation techniques to map the domain blocks to range blocks and speed up approaches to lessen the encoding time. 

B. The present work while addressing the above problem has developed some approaches to enhance the performance of FIC on medical images. In the current work initially feasibility/suitability of FIC to medical images is investigated using standard conventional fixed partitioning FIC algorithm and further some speed up approaches is applied on medical images to reduce the encoding time.

C. The novel architecture for FIC using quad tree based partitioning technique for medical images has been implemented, modeled using MATLAB
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**Fig: 1 Block Diagram of FIC**

5. CONCLUSION

In this project we have done successful analysis of FIC method of medical sciences and the performances has been carried out. It is found that this technique is governed with single attributes and found out to be very efficient, lossless and high compression and low functionality of computational time.
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